SIGNAL STANDARD PLACEMENT DIMENSIONS

1. Typical signal pole placement unless dimensioned on plans.

DIRECTIONAL LOUVER
Directional louvers shall be oriented and secured in place with one plated brass machine screw and nut.

2. For A and B dimensions, see Pole Schedule.

SIGNAL FACES

STATE OF CALIFORNIA
DEPARTMENT OF TRANSPORTATION

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
(SIGNAL HEADS AND MOUNTINGS)

TYPICAL SIGNAL HEAD INSTALLATIONS

TOP MOUNTED SIGNALS (TV)
Type 1-A, 1-B, 1-C and 1-D standard as indicated on plans

SIDE MOUNTED SIGNALS (5V and SP)
Normally used on standards with luminaire or signal head arm

LEFT TURN LANE SIGNAL
Type 1-A, 1-B, 1-C and 1-D standard as indicated on plans

OVERHEAD LANE SIGNAL
Cable or wire flow line or edge of shoulder

CURB OR BEW FLOW LINE OR EDGE OF SHOULDER
SEE NOTE 2

RETURN CURB

NOTE:
1. Typical signal pole placement unless dimensioned on plans.
2. For A and B dimensions, see Pole Schedule.